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A collection of 30 Press quality 300 dpi grayscale Tiffs for use by authors, publishers and gamers, web masters.

The Fantasy Clip Inks series was created to supply an assortment of imagery for publishers of fiction, indie authors, web designers, roleplaying game publishers, game masters as well as players who require
character portraits or other imagery. The license, included below, extends the use of these images to
web sites, both commercial and personal, and allows plenty of flexibility in their usage and manipulation.
Let us know how you like them, if there are figures or collections you would like to see, other venues where you
think we should be promoting these sets, or if you have any questions on usage rights. Also, send us an email if you would
like to be notified when other Fantasy Clip Ink sets become available.
About the Artist: William McAusland is a freelance illustrator and designer who has produced game imagery for a wide assortment of publishers. Among his clients are Wizards of the Coast, Scholastic Books, Goodman Games, Kenzer & Company,
Fantasy Flight Games, Zinga Entertainment and many more. He is also the art director for Outland Arts, creator of the Mutant
Epoch RPG and a commercial illustrator. You can check out his illustration work at: http://www.mcauslandstudios.com
License
Image Use Requirements & Limitations: These images can be used in both print and web based applications within the
body of a text, as a cover, as part of an advertisement, CD cover, logo, or even a T-shirt or poster bearing the publisher’s
logo or advertising text. The art may be cropped, colored, reduced or enlarged, flipped, distorted or otherwise modified.
The Artist’s initial or signature need not show up in the final published work; however, in the credits of any product, the
statement: Some artwork copyright William McAusland, used with permission must be shown. Images used on a web
site must also list the artists name in either the site’s credits or under the image, however a link back to Outland Arts is
not required*.
If any Fantasy Clip Inks image is used within a ‘house rules’ product or personal character sheet, setting or other nonweb, unpublished non commercial creation, giving credit to the artist is not required.
These images absolutely may not be resold as stock or clip art, used in coloring books, nor sold as stand alone art for
sale on T-shirts, posters, mugs, mouse pads, prints, cards, or other articles or by any means unless shown as part of
the product cover with the publisher’s text accompanying the image.
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Look for all the Fantasy Clip Inks stock art collections from Outland Arts, visit http://www.outlandarts.com/fantasyclipinks.htm
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